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and statistical variation in spectral signatures
for different geological target types; relation,
integration and correlation of data from ground,
aircraft, and ERTS radiometric equipment for
the various target types leading to their
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G. PROBLEMS IMPEDING PROGRESS
1. Initially funding was slow in becoming available at Stanford
and little could be attempted during November. Around December 1 the
program was commenced at about 2.0 man earlevel.
2. The early stages were directed by
(Dr. A.A. Green) due to the absence of the
was on sabbatical leave, doing research in
measurements on terrain.
3. Considerable rain and cloudy days
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H. DISCUSSION OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS DURING PERIOD
1. Physical integration of the digital data system was commenced
for both the ERTS radiometers (Exotech, EGTR Model 100) and for the ISCO
spectroradiometers. The system is built using a METRODATA DL620A analog-
digital converter capable of sampling 18 analog channels (+2 times) at a
rate of 48 samples per second. We now sample the 4 channel, EGTR units
four times in a second, making up the rest with a reading of incident
irradiance using a Sol-R-meter in Channel 20 and an identification (ID)
in Channel 19. The metrodata control unit can be run continuously
(necessary for data from mobile systems) or intermittently at pre-arranged
intervals of 10 secs, 1 minute, 10 minutes, or 1-hour.
2. The two EXOTECH radiometers (EGTR units) were tested and some
preliminary data taken.
3. A catalog system was evolved for the ERTS MSS imagery enabling the
positive transparencies to be mounted in Polaroid plastic frames for viewing
under the binocular microscope.
4. Site selection was commenced so that areas adjacent to Stanford
campus could be readily accessed by vehicle. A concept was developed for
selecting areas of standardized reflectance (both low- and high-reflectance
values) to be used for calibration over a 12-month period. Low reflectance
generally characterizes water bodies, while high reflectance occurs on
bodies of white sand, limestone in quarries, and on playa lakes.
I. SIGNIFICANT RESULTS
(Relationship to applications or operational problems, including
estimates of the cost benefits of any significant results)
NONE
3
J. PLANNING FOR NEXT PERIOD
1. Development of software to read the EGTR/ISCO data tapes
directly into the IBM 360/67 computer.
K. PUBLISHED MATERIALS
None
L. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHANGES IN OPERATIONS ADDITIONAL EFFORT OR
CORRELATION OF EFFORT/RESULTS OF ERTS
None
M. CHANGES IN STANDING ORDER FORMS
None
N. DATA REQUEST FORMS SUBMITTED
None
O. ERTS IMAGES ACQUIRED OVER STANFORD TEST AREA
See over
A/t
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CLOUD ORBIT IRINCIPAL POINT
COVER NUMBER (C) OF IMAGE
LAT LONG
0 293 3724N 12145W
0 544 3725N 12150W
20 795 3721N 12149W
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